Sand rail wiring harness

A popular option for Sand Rails, buggies, and anything else you can set a 4cyl into, Swap offers
premium Harnesses and ECMs to get the job done. Built with only OEM connectors and TXL
wire, we hand build each harness on an actual engine and test it on a dyno to assure proper
fitment, function, and concept. The kits come complete with a weatherproof fuse and relay box
that you can mount virtually anywhere, then, hook up the battery, key ign, and fuel pump all
wires provided and your running! We can customize and build a harness to fit your project, just
let us know if you have any questions. Have Questions? Call or Email us Now. Each harness we
hand build comes with the following provisions built in, you can also have us customize it for
you to better fit your needs-just give us a call! Let the quality of your Harness reflect the quality
of your project. Please let us know if we can help or customize anything for you! At Swap we are
driven by the enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our motorsports community. We strive
to offer the best products for those projects at the best prices. We focus on the detail of every
build making our products above market standard, you get more than you pay for, you get
perfectionâ€¦â€¦. Call or Email us Now Lead Times are Currently: weeks Choose your platform
options below and let us know if we can customize anything for you! If your choosing
automatic, the auto must be one that came with your engine or cross reference to fit it. No
Thank-you Yes Yours Mail it in. No Thank-you Yes Please. Standard Fusebox Large Fusebox.
Standard Fuse box or Large Fusebox to incorporate entire vehicle with. No Yes. This order is
subject to all Terms and Conditions found here: swapspecialties. Category: Harnesses and
PCM's. Description Description Each harness we hand build comes with the following
provisions built in, you can also have us customize it for you to better fit your needs-just give
us a call! Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us. Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us. Email Us.
Scroll Up. What is this counter counting? The entire engine circuit is left as Subaru intended in
all harnesses converted bu RJES, so converted harnesses have the following features:. We
pride ourselves on the standard of our wiring work. The objective is to end up with an near OEM
quality wiring harness for youe Subaru conversion. All required Subaru harness features will be
retained. Outputs will be modified to interface with the VW instruments if required. Any non
required features typically other circuits which interfaced with the engine ECU in the Subaru will
be insulated and identified in the harness near the ECU, and hidden in the conduit, just in case
they should ever be needed. They are almost always wired differently to European, US and
Australian models. Some are quite similar to non Japanese equivalents, but without a diagram it
can be difficult or near impossible to finish the wiring conversion work off. It is not uncommon
to spend a day on the internet trying to find a wiring diagram for a JDM Subaru in English, and
to find nothing. All our wiring work is done assuming the harness you have supplied is non JDM
unless you state otherwise. Not sure about later ones. Wiring Harness Features Check List:. If
you are shopping around considering using another supplier to carry out your wiring harness
conversion work, you may want to check that what you will get back includes the following:.
Don't accept that any of the above 'can't be kept' in a VW conversion, etc as an answer, as this
is simply not correct. All of the above can be retained in any VW conversion using any Subaru
engine, and the first three definitely should be. Without them the job has not been done
correctly. All of the above are retained in all harnesses converted by RJES. See the Microsoft
Office Web site for more information. These must have at least mm of wire attached. Also
include the low coolant level sensor wire and connector, unless you want to wire it back up
yourself, or don't intend to use it. If you are unsure about how to copy and paste the table into
an e-mail, please click how to paste table into an e-mail. Alternatively you can download the file
and open it with Excel, then save and return it by e-mail. Where each modified wire is connected
to is double checked before dispatch. Note that you will have incurred some cost by the time
such a fault is diagnosed. Most will, but mismatches are common, often because the diagram is
for a car sold into a different market, etc. For this reason, Subaru colour codes in general can
not be relied upon unless you know you have an exact match between the car and the diagram.
For this reason, where wires have had to be extended, etc, a wire of the same rating with any
colour will have been used. Inventors of the Subaru - VW conversion bell housing using Subaru
flywheel, clutch and starter. You are visitor number:. Thank you. The instructions are
customised to suit your specific harness if required. Harness as Removed from the Subaru
Welcome to the new and improved EngineWiring. We re-wire your factory engine wiring harness
to allow you to install the factory computer and engine wiring harness in your project vehicle.
Now you can have the Fuel Injected engine swap of your choice up and running at a fraction of
the cost. Sand Rail, Dune Buggy, Tuner, or whatever else you may be building, we can help
make your car come to life. Our Products page outlines some of the items we have for sale,
including Rear Oxygen sensor simulators, and our new Subaru Vehicle Speed Sensor Eliminater
for use when installing a Subaru engine on a VW style transaxle. Please read through our
Services section for an overview of the services we perform. More detailed data can be found in

our Faqs section along with the answers to our most common inquiries. Whether you need a
seriously customized engine wiring harness or just want to make it run with the least amount of
grief, we can help with your fuel injection engine management. Feel free to Contact Us with any
questions so you can see what EngineWiring. Don't let an expensive aftermarket engine
management system ruin your budget. Home Contact. Home Services Products Contact Us. S
Passkey 2 Module. Phone Mailing E-mail Form Mail. All Rights Reserved. Email us for fastest
response, we receive a very high call volume. Vehicle Storage Rates Increasing as of March 15,
Call for more details. Is your car worth fixing? Cadillac Overheating? Please read the following
carefully. Our custom tunes will give you the best of both worlds, performance -AND- fuel
economy. How does this work? By carefully remapping the ignition timing and fuel curves of
the engine, we're able to increase the operating efficiency of the engine. At idle, part throttle,
and cruising speeds, the car will seem no different. But it will be using less fuel. If you get on
the throttle and go to pass someone, or put the "pedal to the metal" when the light turns green,
our tune will give the engine more fuel in addition to advanced ignition timing. One customer
dyno-tested our tune on a Cadillac Deville. The results were staggering. Isn't that incredible?
Why should you buy a tune? Other companies out there will sell you chips and aftermarket
gadgets that plug in to your OBD-II port. What we sell, is professional tuning that uses your
existing engine controls that just makes it work the way YOU want it to. The engine must be a or
for us to do this. We can provide the PCM harness pin-outs and make it work with or without the
normally installed 4TE transmission. It used to be that you'd have to run an aftermarket
standalone ECM on these engines For a hot-rod build; we highly recommend using a block and
crank, with heads date is stamped in the heads. You MUST use the intake manifold from a We
can go into more detail for your build. Subscribe To Our Newsletter! Email Address. Main Index.
Northstar Tuning: 4. Northstar Tuning. GM Vehicle Tuning. Order Now! Email Address Our
newsletter will give you the inside scoop on all our developments and future specials! Making
Northstar Engines Stronger Since ! Email: info northstarperformance. All Rights Reserved.
Copying of any design, articles, and artwork from Permission may be granted- inquire to legal
northstarperformance. Read our Privacy Policy. Be the first to write a review. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information 53ragtop Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Tucson, Arizona, United States. Ships
to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Mon.
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for
newsletter. Brake Parts. Stock Replacement Parts. Engine Accessories. Engine Re-Build Parts.
Items On Sale. Store Categories. Store home. Dune buggy wire harness complete with fuse
block and wire connectors all the way down to the instructions. Makes your install quick and
easy. Chirco stock lots of very cool parts for your Dune Buggy or Sand Rail. Please see our
e-bay store for other items. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 16 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes

may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. Vw dune buggy plug and
play wiring harness. Meyers manx etc. I will need to know:. You get SXL automotive wiring for
hi-beam, low beam, running lights, turn signal lights, reverse lights, brake lights, Horn, dimmer
switch, wiper switch, wiper motor, fuel sending unit, ignition switch, turn switch, horn switch,
VW beetle speedometer early or late with fuel gauge headlight switch, gauges? Radio , Coil, oil
pressire switch, Alternator, Starter, and tag light. All basically wired like a vw beetle, but with a
modern style 6 gang ATO fuse block with cap. With installation instructions and technical
support if necessary. This listing is for a dune buggy wiring harness that fits YOUR 14 inch
chopped pan 80 inch wheelbase Dune buggy. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Full pan. Manx etc. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
dunebuggybros Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign
in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Fernandina Beach, Florida, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries
See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Fri. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
The original dune buggy brothers plug and play harness. Soldered, shrink wrapped, vintage
style harness wrap with all the dropouts where they need to be. Vintage style but with a modern
ATO fuse block. Also fits all the imitations Wrapped in vintage factory style harness wrap.
Soldered, Terminated, and shrink wrapped connections. Reverse lights? Does your transaxle
have a switch in the nose cone? Old swing axle bugs usually have no provisions for a reverse
switch. Lots of buggies run no reverse lights at all. If you need wiring for a dash mounted toggle
for reverse, specify! Or aftermarket? Do you have any Switches mounted left of the Steering
column? Headlight switch? Or is everything center pod mounted? Please list left to right.
Gauges, etc. Bruce calls them worry gauges. If you prefer down right side tube or on passenger
floorboard down the middle please specify how you want it routed to the tail. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 6 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 6. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback
on dunebuggybros from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Dune Buggy Brothers. Made to order. There is a waiting list, so there
is a lead time until delivery. Approx 4 weeks. I can accomodate wiring for corvair running gear
also. Must have engine in rear. Thanks -zippy-. International Priority Shipping. Welcome to
Appletree Automotive, your one-stop online shop for all the dune buggy parts you will need.

You will find that our wide selection of premium products caters to all the essential components
of your vehicle from brake systems and oil systems, to carburetors and cylinder heads. Click on
the navigation panel on the left and go to specific sections of our online catalog or do a search.
We're sure you will find the sandrail parts that you are looking for. We also carry Volkswagen
parts for owners who have brand specific preferences. These specialized VW parts are all in
good condition and will surely help in achieving and maintaining optimal performance of your
VW vehicles. Ordering dune buggy parts is made simple as we provide you with a virtual cart
where you can double check your orders before making any transaction. Just click on the "Buy
Now" button and your selection will automatically be saved, ready for comparison and
purchase. We have teamed up with UPS to make sure that your orders are safe and secure
during shipping. Sign in Register. Cart is empty 0. Click Here To Call: This site requires
JavaScript to function properly. Please enable JavaScript in your web browser. Login or Sign
Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Previous 1 2 3 4 template
Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 4. Filtered by:. I'm good with mechanical stuff, bad
with wiring. I have a basic understanding of wiring I can wire stuff after reviewing it times, but
as far as wiring a whole car I'm kinda at a loss. Here's the wiring I got with the dune buggy. I'm
guessing 5 fused circuits ain't cutting it, and a few more wouldn't hurt. I found a wiring diagram
for a 65 beetle that has 8 circuits. It very closely matches what's already in the buggy sans the
dome light which I want to add back in since it has a roof. Here's the diagram I've using The
buggy has an aftermarket ignition switch, a stock VW turn signal lever, flip switches for the
lights, and a dimmer switch for the headlights. It still has a stock VW generator, I think the
output is somewhere around amps. I may upgrade to an alternator at some point, but not now.. I
was eying up universal fuse blocks and grounding bus bars and found these. I can't seem to
find a USA seller for the fuse box though This one looks OK, I wanted something with 8 circuits
and screw on terminals.. China though uhhhgggg Last edited by tardis ; June 7, , PM. Tags:
None. June 8, , AM. Comment Post Cancel. Sounds like a plan. The last chevy van I junked I
saved the fuse block and substantial lengths of the harness coming out of it. Using the factory
turn switch and tail lights will make things much easier, converting to American style combined
brakes and turns is an excercise in futility. Of all the paths you take in life - make sure a few of
them are dirt. As far as fuses and circuit sizes, all you need to get the car to run is the ignition
switch to coil, ignition switch to starter. The generator will have a regulator of some sort, I think
that might be the problem with the fuses though. If its not putting out the full voltage, the
circuits are going to draw more amps, so a Run a big enough wire from the ignition switch on to
the fuse block to keep the heat down. I mean everything is run off that wire that you want to be
off when you turn the key off and undersizing that wire builds heat thru everything. I would think
the only 30 amp fuse you might be using is on the headlights, but the difference between
running everything 16 gauge or 12 gauge is not that much. Also keeping the power lines
protected a bit more than it looks they are now will help with corrosion which also causes more
amp draw. Some dielectric grease on the terminals of the box might be a good idea because its
probably gonna get wet sometime.. Originally posted by yellomalibu View Post. Originally
posted by anotheridiot View Post. Last edited by tardis ; June 8, , AM. It wasn't a bad price, as it
was all wire-tied into lengths and wire sizes Since my driver seat is farther back than the factory
rear seat I had to modify it for length. And NONE of the wires were labeled or stamped as to
their purpose. Had to spend a couple of nights sitting on the living room floor with a factory
diagram and label them by hand. There are better ones out there. The rest I have just made my
own harness's. In addition to my boat factory days, I also did a stint in a wiring harness factory.
I have a fairly decent supply of different colored and gauge wires on hand. Solder your
terminals if you can. Will make it trouble free for many miles in the future. Too much resistance
builds up on the crimp on terminals to satisfy me, they always end up causing trouble. And
running a Ford style starter relay at the rear close to the starter is an excellent cure for an old
harness with too much resistance to fire the factory solenoid on the starter. The deal is that the
factory wire 18g iirc has to run all the way to the front of the car to the ignition switch, then all
the way back again to the solenoid. It is simply too small and with age the resistance becomes
too much to fire the solenoid. The solenoid get the blame when it is actually fine. So use the
Ford solenoid like a cheap heavy duty relay to send more current to the factory solenoid, and
activate the Ford relay with the factory 18g wire. Works like a champ. With a new harness and
heavier starter wire you should not need to do this though. Can't hurt either for that matter. Your
call. That's the one Keyed kill switch is a great idea. Don't need to play "find the buggy"! Yeah,
soldering the crimps. I have no love for the chinese stuff, but try to find something NOT sourced
from there. Use it, but also use protecting grease on the terminals so the cheap coating will stay
in place? I have gotten good service from them in the past. The collars don't tend to crack if you
do crimp it, although I'm also inclined to solder a crimp type connector in a permanent

installation like you're doing. Barry Donovan. I had to run alt to battery, battery to underhood
fuse bus big ones, like 40 amp 50 amp and to be sure car keeps running at nearly all fuse errors,
the ignition gets a seprate wire to battery, relay powered by key. I had the dumbest factory
setup ever to need to start over.. The gmc truck is my favorite however, as the most robust and
simply by factory. They use more underhood stuff. Previously boxer3main the death rate and
fairy tales cannot kill the nature left behind. June 8, , PM. Relays could help, I really dont think
you have enough load to really need them though. I just bought these cheap packs
audiovox car radio
toastmasters advanced manuals pdf download
cvt transmission repair manual
of 5 from Amazon to get some of the alarm features to work on the camaro. It would definitely
let you run some smaller wire just to control the relay and once you start working with them its
just making the ciruit but allowing the load to come from a heavier conductor. I really dont see
anything wrong with the fuse box, at least it seems like you have a fighting chance to keep it
relatively dry. You guys have some very good suggestions, thanks for that. This is why BS
rules. I have a 2 port power receptacle I can use. That's a great idea that I totally overlooked
yellowmalibu. Deaf Bob. I want to get a waterproof lighter socket for boats to put on my truck
for pumps and lights outside the cab. I made portable lights by using a speaker magnet for a
base and a tractor light, using an old extension cord and small battery charger clips.. The 35
watt ones will stay lit all night on one charge with CCA battery. Originally posted by Deaf Bob
View Post. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

